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Part I When computer scientists say “that’s hard”, 

(and why Biologists should care)

A Peek Into computational complexity - the core of CS theory, 

with the example of DNA assembly

Part II When computer scientists say “that’s impossible”

(and why biologists should care again)

A peek into the Halting problem and computability theory.



Time Complexity
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• Many times a computational problem has several solutions (algorithms).

• Sometimes the differences are technical or minor, other times they could be 

fundamental.

• Time complexity of an algorithm is a measurement of the amount of operations 

an algorithms performs, as a function of its input size.

• Usually the worst case is considered

• Expressed in terms of the “O” notation (and some additional ones: Ω, Θ) 

• Time complexity of a problem is defined as 

the best (lowest) time complexity of any algorithm that solves it.

• Example: the sorting problem has many algorithms, but it can be proven that no 

algorithm is better than O(nlogn) for an n-long list.



4 Taken from the course "Extended Introduction to Computer Science" at Tel-Aviv University

n =
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log(n)

n

n2

Common Growth Rates

 O(logn): input doubles  time increased by constant

 O(n):      input doubles  time (roughly) doubles

 O(n2):   input doubles  time (roughly) increases x22=4
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Exponential Growth Rate

 O(logn): input doubles  time increased by constant

 O(n):      input doubles  time (roughly) doubles

 O(n2):   input doubles  time (roughly) increases x22=4

 O(2n): input +1           time (roughly) doubles

log(n)
n

n2

2n



Time Complexity and the “O” Notation
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O(1)

O(logn)

O(n)

O(n2)

O(2n)

constant

logarithmic

linear

quadratic

exponential

O(3n)

O(n!)

O(nlogn)

Termed “polynomial time”

(bound by a polynomial)

considered* efficient

Termed “exponential time”

considered* inefficient

*   “Actual" efficiency depends also on the constants and lower-order elements

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…



Hamiltonian Paths are Hard to Find
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• It turns out that for some problems we do not know if a polynomial solution 

exists or not

• Example: The Hamiltonian path problem

- input: a graph G

- output: is there a path in G that visits every node once? (Yes/No)

Note that we are talking about merely classifying a graph as containing a 

Hamiltonian path, not even about actually finding such a path.

Hamiltonian path exists No Hamiltonian path



Inefficiency may Surprise !
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• Surprisingly, a closely related problem has a very simple and efficient solution.

• The Eulerian path problem

- input: a graph G

- output: is there a path in G that visits every edge once? (Yes/No)

We will explore it in the next few slides.

Eulerian path exists ?



The 7 Bridges of Königsberg and Euler Paths
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• Königsberg - now Kaliningrad, Russia.

• A problem published by Leonhard Euler, 1735

Considered the first paper in graph theory.

• Find a walk through the city that would cross each bridge once and only once.



The Seven Bridges of Königsberg (cont.)
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• Euler proved this is impossible.

Is there a path in this graph that 

goes through every edge exactly 

once?



House of Santa
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• Can you draw this withougt lifting your pencil from the paper?

is there a path in this graph that 

goes through every edge exactly 

once?

• Abstraction facilitates identifying similarities between problems !



Eulerian Paths / Cycles
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• Theorem: A connected undirected graph contains 

• a Eulerian cycle if and only if every node has an even degree

• a Eulerian path if exactly 2 nodes have odd degree.

(and then the path must begin in one of them and end in the other)

no Eulerian path

(obviously no Eulerian cycle too)

Eulerian path exists,

but no Eulerian cycle

* Proving the “only if” is easy. The “if” is a bit more difficult.



Eulerian / Hamiltonian Paths
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Why should biologists (YOU, that is), care?



Sequencing By Hybridization - SBH
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• DNA chip (microarray): 

flat surface with synthetic oligonucleotides in known positions.

• Allow measuring the expression levels of large numbers of genes simultaneously, 

by applying a fluorescently labeled DNA to the array.

• How can it help in sequencing?

1. Use DNA chip with all possible k-mers for some k (e.g. k=6,    44 = 256 k-mers)

2. Determine which of these k-mers occurs as a substring of the target DNA

3. Build the overlap graph (all overlaps of length k-1)

4. Look for a path that goes through every node exactly once (aka Hamiltonian path).



SBH – Example (steps 1+2)
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• steps 1 + 2

(k = 4)



SBH – Example (steps 3+4)
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HH

HH

ATGCGTGGCA

HH

ATGGCGTGCA

Hamilton 

Path 2:

Hamilton 

Path 1:

ATG                   TGG          TGC                   GTG              GGC           GCA               GCG              CGT

ATG                   TGG          TGC                   GTG              GGC           GCA               GCG              CGT

ATG                 TGG            TGC                   GTG              GGC           GCA                GCG             CGT

3) Build  the overlap graph for {ATG, TGG, TGC, GTG, GGC, GCA, GCG, CGT}:

4) Find a Hamiltonian path (there's more than one here):



SBH – Feasible Solution
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• How can we solve SBH with Euler paths instead of Hamiltonian paths? 

• We will build a slightly different overlap graph:

for {ATG, TGG, TGC, GTG, GGC, GCA, GCG, CGT}

- Nodes correspond to all (k–1)–mers:  { AT, TG, GC, GG, GT, CA, CG }

- Edges correspond to k–mers

AT

GT CG

CAGCTG

GG

Edge

overlap

graph

2 Euler paths:

ATGGCGTGCA

ATGCGTGGCA



Some Remarks on Assembly
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Things are usually harder…

• sequencing errors

• accuracy of hybridization

• repeating fragments

• we may prefer large k-mers but size of DNA chip increases exponentially, Since 

there are 4k  possible k-mers.

• …

• Simple SBH as we presented here is far from the “state of the art”, and is NOT 

how assembly is really done. 



Another Look into Efficiency: 

Linear Programming
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• This is not the end of the story. Let’s look at another problem:

Linear Programming example:

Maximize 𝑐𝑇𝑥

subject to 𝐴𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

and 𝑥 ≥ 0

• This is a very common problem with many applications.

• The good news – it has a polynomial time algorithm.

Maximize 𝑥2

Subject to 
−1 1
3 2
2 3

𝑥1
𝑥2

≤
1
12
12

and 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ≥ 0



Integer Programming
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• A variant of linear programming:

Integer Programming example:

Maximize 𝑐𝑇𝑥

subject to 𝐴𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

and 𝑥 ≥ 0

and 𝑥 contains integers

• Surprisingly (again), we know no poly-time solution for this one!

• An example for an application of IP with a biological application:

Meneses C. N., Lu Z., Oliveira C. A. S., Pardalos P. M. Optimal solutions for the closest-string 

problem via integer programming. INFORMS J. Comput. (2004) 16(4):419–429 

Maximize 𝑥2

Subject to 
−1 1
3 2
2 3

𝑥1
𝑥2

≤
1
12
12

and 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ≥ 0

and 𝑥1, 𝑥2 are integers

http://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/abs/10.1287/ijoc.1040.0090


"Hard" Problems
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• Problems for which we do not know a polynomial time algorithm are termed Hard 

problems.

• Hard problems can be divided into:

1. Problems we know to not have an efficient algorithm

We have proof that the best possible solution for them is beyond polynomial.

2. Problems we do not know whether or not can be solved efficiently.

Hamiltonian paths and Integer programming belong to this class.

However, there is an difference between these two problems. Only one of 

them has the following interesting* property:

Given an output claimed to be correct can be 

verified in polynomial time.

* We will shortly see why this is an interesting property



Hard but Easy to Verify
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Do these equations have a real solution?

Easy* Hard but easy to verify**

x2 + 2x - 7 = 0 x7 + 2x4 - 7x + 4 = 0 

* Can be solved in poly-time

** we have no algorithm to solve in poly-time, but we can verify x=1



Hard Problems that are Easy to “Verify”
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Oh, it does! 

For you to believe me, I will give you 

the path. 

Hey, I have this graph:

Does it have a Hamiltonian path?

Thanks, this is indeed a legal 

Hamilton path in my Graph.

• The Hamiltonian path problem



Hard Problems that are Not Easy to “Verify”
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Oh, I have a solution, and for you to 

believe me, I will give it to you.

Hey, I have this Integer programming set of 

equations. What is the solution?

But, how can I be sure this is an  

optimal solution? 

I have only polynomial time…

• Integer Programming



Another Famous Example –

Traveling Salesperson*
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Image from:

http://www.compadre.org/OSP/Features/FeatureSummary.cfm?FID=1572

הסוכן הנוסעבעית * 

- Input: a weighted graph G and a number k

- Output: is the shortest Hamiltonian path of weight < k?

Given a legal path of weight <k claimed to be a “yes” 

solution, can be verified in polynomial time.

http://www.google.co.il/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=d30ttLvg8isSAM&tbnid=U_5jZuQ5Ibf0FM:&ved=0CAYQjRw&url=http://www.compadre.org/OSP/Features/FeatureSummary.cfm?FID=1572&ei=n6oqU9HcJaSr0QWJyoHICQ&psig=AFQjCNH5dTj4cZzOK16NmoO55Zql0Xmrbg&ust=1395391500757203
http://www.google.co.il/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=d30ttLvg8isSAM&tbnid=U_5jZuQ5Ibf0FM:&ved=0CAYQjRw&url=http://www.compadre.org/OSP/Features/FeatureSummary.cfm?FID=1572&ei=n6oqU9HcJaSr0QWJyoHICQ&psig=AFQjCNH5dTj4cZzOK16NmoO55Zql0Xmrbg&ust=1395391500757203


Another Example: Prime Numbers
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• Prime number: an integer that is divided by 1 and itself only.

• Two very common problems, with extensive applications in cryptography:

• Primality testing: is a given number n prime?

• Only in 2002 a poly-time algorithm found.

• Integer factorization: decomposition of a number into a product of smaller integers

• We do not know an efficient algorithm for that!

• But given the factors, we can easily verify their validity (how?)
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• In the following definitions, we limit ourselves to "yes/no" problems, also called 

decision problems.

• P is the class of problems, for which there is a polynomial time algorithm.

• NP * is the class of problems for which there is a polynomial time verification 

algorithm. 

The P vs. NP Open Problem

* NP stands for "Non-Deterministic Polynomial". We will not explain this term…
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The P vs. NP Open Problem

The BIG open question of Computer Science:

More specifically:

• We know P  NP (why?)

• Is also  NP  P ?

In words: Is identifying a good solution efficiently as easy as generating one 

efficiently ?

Visually:

Is P = NP ?

NP

P

P=NP

?



Graph Isomorphism ∈ NP
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• Given 2 graphs, are they isomorphic?

• "Isomorphic" – the same graph with change of "names"

a

c d

b x

z w

y isomorphic: 

a  x

b  w

c  z

d  y

isomorphic??

image from: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pbiomolbio.2012.05.007

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=hpLmkRLl0a2iSM&tbnid=8UbMsRbkZYVPlM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0079610712000399&ei=Rp5zUbn0E4KJOJ7BgNAO&psig=AFQjCNEIL6zcb_nboEogLXGpDspYxzJfNA&ust=1366617900767040
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=hpLmkRLl0a2iSM&tbnid=8UbMsRbkZYVPlM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0079610712000399&ei=Rp5zUbn0E4KJOJ7BgNAO&psig=AFQjCNEIL6zcb_nboEogLXGpDspYxzJfNA&ust=1366617900767040
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pbiomolbio.2012.05.007


NPC
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• NPC stands for "NP-Complete"

- we will not explain this term either…

• a subset of NP with most exceptional properties:

• if one NPC problem ∈ P  then all NPC problems ∈ P.

• if one NPC problem ∉ P  then all NPC problems ∉ P.

• In some well defined manner, NPC problems are the hardest among NP. 

If they are in P, all NP problems are in P.

• Almost all computer scientists believe P ≠ NP.

If so, NPC problems have no polynomial solutions !

NP

P

NPC P=NP=NPC

?



Believed Classification of problems we saw
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NP
Graph Isomorphism

Factorization

… 

P
Euler paths

Linear programming

And almost everything 
you did in intro to CS and 

in this course

NPC

Hamiltonian paths
TSP

+ ~1000 more…

Integer Programming



A Comic Relief
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http://xkcd.com/399
http://xkcd.com/399


Another Comic Relief
(with a serious meaning, or why it's 

good to know a problem is NPC…)

34



Dealing with Hard Problems
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There are several approaches to dealing with hard computational problems:

1. If the input is very small, a brute force solution may be enough

2. Making limiting assumption that turn the problem easy

3. Approximated algorithms – they do not always provide the optimal solution, 

but at least they provide something

4. Randomized (aka probabilistic / “coin flipping”) algorithms:

- Monte Carlo type: efficient solution that may err with small probability

- Las Vegas type: correct solutions that may be inefficient with small 

probability.

5. Heuristics: Intuitive solutions that practically work, but we have no promise of 

correctness or complexity

6. Trying to find a polynomial algorithm (rare)



Reflection
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7*8 = ?

Easy Hard

Computational complexity and learning

One of the definitions of learning is the transition from one state of knowledge to a 

higher one.

Trivial
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If P = NP, then the world would be a profoundly different place than we 

usually assume it to be. 

There would be no special value in "creative leaps", no fundamental gap 

between solving a problem and recognizing the solution once it's found.

— Scott Aaronson, MIT

Reflection (2)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_Aaronson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIT


Appendix 1 - Checking for Euler Paths in Python
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Checking for Euler Paths in Python
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• We'll choose the "Neighbors list as a dictionary" representation

hos = {0: [1, 3, 4],

1: [0, 2, 3, 4],

2: [1, 3],

3: [0, 1, 2, 4],

4: [0, 1, 3]

}

0

1

2

3

4

konig = {"a": ["b", "b", "d"],

"b": ["a", "a", "c", "c", "d"],

"c": ["b", "b", "d"],

"d": ["a", "b", "c"]

}

a

b

c

d



Checking for Euler Paths in Python (cont.)
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def euler_dict(G):

''' check if G has Euler path/cycle.

Assume G is connected, represented as a 

"neighbors dictionary"

'''

cnt_odd_deg = 0

for node in G.keys():

deg = len(G[node])

if deg%2 == 1:

cnt_odd_deg += 1

if cnt_odd_deg == 0:

print("Euler cycle")

elif cnt_odd_deg == 2:

print("Euler path")

else:

print("No Euler path")



Finding Euler Paths
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• Note that we have only classified a graph for an Euler path existence / lack thereof.

• How can we also find an Euler path / cycle (if exists)?

• The onion skin algorithm:        http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc

• The next slides contains code implementing this algorithm, but we will not delve 

into it. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dI0zpj5aFc


The Onion Skin Algorithm for Finding Eulerian Paths
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def eulerPath(graph):

"""

graph is the edge overlap graph of a sequence.

It is directed and represented as a neighbors dictionary {node:[list of neighbors]}

we assume that graph has an Euler path, otherwise this will not work !    

"""

start = find_start(graph) #find a node the path can start from

stack = [start]

path = []

# main algorithm

while stack != []:

v = stack[-1]

if graph[v] != []:

u = graph[v][0]

stack.append(u)

del graph[v][0] # deleting edge u->v

else:

path = [stack.pop()] + path

return path # a list of nodes

• This implementation assumes the graph indeed contains an Euler path. 

• For the SBH purpose – this assumption will hold (why?). But in general it would 

be “healthier” to check first.



The Onion Skin Algorithm for Finding Eulerian Paths

(cont.)
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def out_deg(graph, node):

""" return out-degree of node in graph (directed) """

return len(graph[node])

def in_deg(graph, node):

""" return in-degree of node in graph (directed) """

cnt = 0

for v in graph.keys():

cnt += node in graph[v]

return cnt

def find_start(graph):

""" Assumes G has Eulerian path / cycle, and finds a starting node.

Either a node with out-degree = in-degree +1

or, if no such node exists, we have an Euler cycle

and can pick any node to start with """

for v in graph.keys():

if out_deg(graph, v) - in_deg(graph, v) == 1:

return v

return list(graph.keys())[0] #We have a cycle, pick any node to start with



Finding Euler Paths – Time Complexity
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• The “onion skin” algorithm runs in linear time complexity.

• This means that if we double n and m, running time roughly doubles too

• because we check every node and edge a constant number of times:

• nodes – once

• edges – twice (for an undirected graph)

• n+2m is a linear function in n and m



Appendix 2 – the Traveling Salesperson Problem
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Sequencing and Fragment Assembly
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• Sequencing: the process of determining the precise order of nucleotides within 

a DNA/RNA molecule

• Sanger method (1977), Gilbert method (1977), …

• Both methods generate  labeled fragments of varying lengths called reads.

• Shotgun sequencing: >1000 bp (even entire chromosomes). 

- Target DNA is broken into random fragments.

- Individual fragments are sequenced

- Fragment are assembled on the basis of their overlapping regions

Computational 
challenge !



Shortest Superstring Problem - SSP
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• SSP definition:

Given a set of strings, find a shortest string that contains all of them.

- Input:  a set of strings 𝐹 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑛}

- Output:  a string s of minimal length that contains all 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝐹

example:

F = {TACGA,  ACACT,  CTAAAG,  GACA }

Even for this simple case, it is not trivial to solve SSP.

Comment:

Find a shortest string / find the shortest string – what's the difference?



Overlap Graphs
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• Definition – overlap graph

Given a set of strings 𝐹 = 𝑠1, 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑛 ,

its overlap graph G = (V, E, w) is the following directed, weighted graph:

V = F

E = {(si , sj) | some suffix of si overlaps with some infix of sj}

w( (si, sj) ) = –k where k is the length of the maximal such overlap of si and sj

example:

F = {TACGA,  ACACT,  CTAAAG,  GACA }

-
-

-

-
-

-

• What are we looking for in the overlap graph?



Shortest Superstring Problem (cont.)
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• What are we looking for in the overlap graph?

- paths that go through every node exactly once

- the shortest of all such paths

F = {TACGA,  ACACT,  CTAAAG,  GACA }

TACGA - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - ACACT - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - CTAAAG - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - GACA
TACGACACTAAAGACA

-
-

-

-
-

-

TACGA - - - - - - - -
- - - GACA - - - - - -
- - - - ACACT - - - -
- - - - - - - CTAAAG
TACGACACTAAAG

path of length -7path of length -4

For 𝑭 = 𝒔𝟏, 𝒔𝟐 , … , 𝒔𝒏 , 

and a shortest path p, 

what is the length of the 

shortest superstring?



Shortest Superstring Problem – Algorithm
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• Solution to SSP:

1. Given a set F of reads, build its overlap graph G

2. Find the shortest path that goes through every node exactly once. 

Step 1 can be executed efficiently, and is not much of a challenge, 

algorithmically speaking.

We will not implement it today, but you may want to think about how you

would.

True or False?

Suppose for some k,   s1[-k:n] ≠ s2[0:k]. 

Then this inequality also holds for any k'>k.

Suppose for some k,   s1[-k:n] = s2[0:k]. 

Then this equality also holds for any k'<k.



Shortest Superstring Problem – Algorithm
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Step 2 is a very famous problem in CS: TSP – Traveling Salesperson Problem *.

Image from:

http://www.compadre.org/OSP/Features/FeatureSummary.cfm?FID=1572

TSP usually requires a cycle.

However this detail is 

unimportant for the rest of our 

discussion today.

• Solution to SSP:

1. Given a set F of reads, build the overlap graph G

2. Find the shortest path that goes through every node exactly once. 

הסוכן הנוסעבעית * 

http://www.google.co.il/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=d30ttLvg8isSAM&tbnid=U_5jZuQ5Ibf0FM:&ved=0CAYQjRw&url=http://www.compadre.org/OSP/Features/FeatureSummary.cfm?FID=1572&ei=n6oqU9HcJaSr0QWJyoHICQ&psig=AFQjCNH5dTj4cZzOK16NmoO55Zql0Xmrbg&ust=1395391500757203
http://www.google.co.il/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=d30ttLvg8isSAM&tbnid=U_5jZuQ5Ibf0FM:&ved=0CAYQjRw&url=http://www.compadre.org/OSP/Features/FeatureSummary.cfm?FID=1572&ei=n6oqU9HcJaSr0QWJyoHICQ&psig=AFQjCNH5dTj4cZzOK16NmoO55Zql0Xmrbg&ust=1395391500757203


Traveling Salesperson Problem – Bad News…
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• Nobody knows a fast enough solution to TSP.

Even for 50 nodes execution could run trillions of years…

• Fast enough = polynomial time algorithm.


